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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

In the process of acquiring a second language, learners need to associate the 

language forms with the meaning and use. They have to make judgments what the 

primary function of a certain verbal form is. In addition, they also need to develop the 

ability to distinguish among semantically similar forms. By utilizing the available 

linguistic devices, learners can then express a range of semantic distinctions. However, 

it is not always easy for learners to match all the forms with their target meanings in 

L2. They may successfully match some of them in the relatively early stage of their 

acquisition but may not be able to match some others until they reach a higher level of 

proficiency. There are still others that they cannot acquire even when they have high 

proficiencies. In most cases, the developments of the formal accuracy and the 

appropriate use are not simultaneous. For example, one of the previous studies has 

found that there was indeed a great gap between them in that the development of 

formal accuracy preceded appropriate use (Bardovi-Harlig 1992a). 

On the other hand, in order to acquire the system of temporal reference in 
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English, learners have to master tense and aspect. Both of them are concerned with 

time, but in different way: “tense locates events or situations in time with respect to a 

reference point and the moment of speaking” (Bardovi-Harlig, 1992a, p. 254), and 

“aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation” (Comrie, 1976, p. 3). In this study, we will only focus on the perfect aspect 

(including present perfect and pluperfect), which possesses special properties in 

English. As Comrie (1976) explained, perfect aspect “expresses a relation between 

two time-points, on the one hand the time of the state resulting from a prior situation, 

and on the other the time of that prior situation” (p. 52). Following the viewpoint, the 

present perfect expresses a relation between present state and past situation and the 

pluperfect expresses a relation between a past state and an even earlier situation. Such 

concepts are not easy for Mandarin-speaking learners to acquire for there is no exactly 

correspondent aspect in their native language. Consequently, when learners try to 

express the temporal sequences by using perfect aspect, they may not be able to use it 

in the context properly.  

Although learners may not be able to achieve the target-like use of tense and 

aspect, there are still some patterns in their use which have been delineated in the 

previous literature. When learners try to utilize the grammatical aspect (also called 

“viewpoint aspect,” which refers to speakers’ view of a specific action), they often 
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associate it with the lexical aspect (also known as inherent aspect, Aktionsart and 

actionality, which refers to the inherent temporal makeup of verbs and predicates). 

The lexical aspect usually refers to the semantic constellation of verbs, which are 

classified by Vendler (1967) into four distinct categories. The detailed description of 

them will be discussed in the following Chapter Two. According to such classification, 

a number of studies (such as Bardovi-Harlig 1992a, Robison 1990 and Housen 2002) 

have found that learners tend to link the lexically durative verbs to the progressive and 

lexically punctual verbs to the simple past. But as for other tenses/aspects, such as the 

future and the perfect, little literature discussed about the relationship between them 

and the lexical aspect of verbs. Some studies also pointed out that it is a worthy area 

for further investigation in second language acquisition (for example, Bardovi-Harlig 

2000). 

Another factor that may have influence on learners’ choices of tense/aspect is 

the discourse organization. In some previous work (Dry 1981, 1983, Kumpf 1984, 

Flashner 1989 and Hopper 1979), learners are found to use certain tenses/aspects 

when they describe the actions of the main character (the foreground) while use 

different ones when they give the supportive material of their stories (the background). 

Although the previous studies have not come to a consensus that which specific 

tense/aspect is only used in the foreground or the background, many of them agree 
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that learners do distinguish the tenses/aspects with regard to the different groundings 

in their narratives. 

From the previous studies (Bardovi-Harlig 1997), it is concluded that the order 

of emergence of the present perfect is in the much later stage of learners’ development 

of temporal references compared with other tense/aspect forms. The pluperfect 

develops in the even later stage than the present perfect. The reason may probably lie 

in the complexity of the perfect aspect. Since the advanced learners in Taiwan have 

learned the English tense/aspect system for many years (at least 7 years, starting from 

their senior year in junior high school), they may have achieved a certain level of the 

acquisition of the perfect. Therefore, how they perform the perfect in context should 

be worth a topic to be investigated. However, only very few studies concerned about 

how learners acquired and used the perfect aspect, especially there is hardly research 

discussing about the acquisition of the pluperfect. As a result, we still know little 

about learners’ acquisition and performance of the perfect aspect. 

In this present study, the acquisition and the utilization of the perfect aspect by 

the advanced EFL learners in Taiwan are mainly concerned from the following 

perspectives. First of all, we will explore the relationship and the mapping between 

the form and the meaning of the perfect aspect used by the learners. Secondly, the 

relationship between the lexical aspect and the grammatical aspect (the perfect aspect) 
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in the learners’ interlanguage will be scrutinized. And finally, we would like to know 

whether the learners’ choice of the perfect aspect is related to the influence of the 

discourse organization. 

 

1.2  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The achievements of the previous work on the second language acquisition of 

tense and aspect are quite fruitful. However, studies on the acquisition of the perfect 

aspect only have a small proportion. Since the perfect aspect carries complicated and 

complex functions which seem difficult for learners to acquire, it is worthwhile to 

investigate how learners use it in their interlanguage.  

In this present study, four questions are addressed. First of all, since 

grammatical well-formedness and appropriate use of forms do not necessarily develop 

simultaneously (Bardovi-Harlig 1992a), what is the condition when advanced learners 

utilize the present perfect and the pluperfect? Do the learners also achieve the 

targetlike use of form earlier than of meaning? Second, if the learners indeed have 

more mistakes in meaning, what may be the reasons or motivations? Is it also caused 

by overgeneralizations and undergeneralizations (Bardovi-Harlig 1997)? Third, 

following the implications of the previous literature (Kaplan 1987, Youssef 1990, 

Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994 and Li and Shirai 2000), we would like to know 
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whether there is a close relationship between the perfect aspect and the inherent 

aspect of the English verbs. Do the learners associate the perfect aspect more closely 

with the ACCOMPLISHMENT or ACHIEVEMENT? Finally, we would like to investigate 

whether there is any interaction between learners’ discourse grounding and their use 

of the present perfect and the pluperfect. Are their uses of the perfect aspect 

influenced by discourse organization? 

 

1.3  ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. We firstly give a general introduction 

of learners’ acquisition of tense and aspect in their second language. The following 

Chapter Two reviews the previous studies related to the issues of the present study. 

Section 2.1 discusses the linguistic properties of the perfect aspect in English. Section 

2.2 reviews how the learners match form and meaning in the L2. Next, in Section 2.3, 

the relationship between lexical aspect and grammatical aspect is discussed. Two 

theoretical hypotheses: the defective tense hypothesis (Anderson 1991) and the 

primacy of aspect hypothesis (Robison 1990) are also provided and discussed. In 

Section 2.4, some previous studies supporting the relationship of grammatical aspect 

and discourse organization are reviewed. 

     Chapter Three presents the methodological design of the present study. The 
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number and the level of English proficiency of the subjects, the materials that are used 

and the procedures will be reported. In Chapter Four, the findings of the present study 

are discussed. The issues of form-meaning mapping, the relationship of the perfect 

aspect and lexical aspect, and the relationship of the perfect aspect and discourse 

organization are included. In the last Chapter Five, a brief summary of the present 

study is provided. In addition, the limitations of the present study and some 

suggestions for future research are also presented. 




